
Printed Sweatshirts: Corporate Gifts for Full Comfort

Creating successful promotional products means giving your brand an incredible boost in

terms of visibility and notoriety. The more people who know your brand, the more customers

will come knocking on your door. And if you meet or even exceed their expectations, the

growth is likely to be exponential. This is certainly an attractive prospect, but how do you

create successful corporate gifts?

There may be many strategies, but there are some promotional products that give the logo

enviable visibility and that everyone appreciates. These include our  printed sweatshirts,

which are comfortable, versatile and perfect for the winter or mid-season. Our custom zip-up

sweatshirts are always coveted as promotional

products once autumn approaches because we

use them a lot. You can create custom

embroidered sweatshirts or printed sweatshirts

adding some text. In any case, creating your

custom sweatshirts with logo is an excellent

marketing strategy whether you're looking for a

new work out�t or if you want to give customers

long-lasting promotional gifts. 

Printed Sweatshirts for Team: How to

Spread Your Logo Thanks to Your Team

Custom zip-up sweatshirts or personalised

sweaters are made special by at least two factors

as promotional products: being useful and

pleasant. Warm and comfortable, custom

embroidered sweatshirts can't be missing when

the days start to turn grey. At the promotional

level, printed sweatshirts o�er a large area to

print your logo. The e�ect is clear: full visibility,

even from afar, and one-of-a-kind corporate gifts.

Creating exclusive promotional products is the

key to imprinting yourself in your customers'

memory. But this isn't only true if you want to create your custom zip-up sweatshirts in order

to distribute them to those who try your services for the �rst time or sign up for a loyalty

program.

Our custom sweatshirts with logo are often used as a work uniform. The reason is easy to

guess: exposing your logo has the same e�ect as personalised polo shirts, but in winter.

They're then the ideal corporate gifts to give to your team if your team members work

outdoors or in winter. By doing so, you won't have to give up the promotional impact. Instead,

you can take advantage of the full potential of custom zip-up sweatshirts. Besides, by creating

custom embroidered sweatshirts, you'll have the same elegant e�ect that you can achieve

with polo shirts.

https://www.higift.eu/textile-fashion/personalized-polo-shirts


Once personalised with your logo, sweatshirts and jumpers can spread your name both inside

and outside your store. Customers can immediately recognise the sta� of your business or

restaurant and so can passersby, who may even be attracted by your logo if the print is eye-

catching. In the group, on the other hand, custom sweatshirts with logo will create cohesion

and encourage team members to give their best. After all, corporate gifts serve to strengthen

the bonds between the company and each single worker, so that the latter feels part of a

reality that involves him and rewards his e�orts. That's why creating printed sweatshirts for

your team is always a great move.

The Strength of Printed Sweatshirts and Custom Hoodies: Useful and Eye-Catching, They

Guarantee Your Logo Maximum Visibility

One of the advantages you see if you decide to create your printed sweatshirts is that they'll

be incredibly useful once delivered. We're talking about very popular corporate gifts, that are

sometimes even worn on a daily basis because they're comfortable, but no less fascinating.

This is why, in autumn and winter months, giving away custom sweatshirts with logo can be a

pleasant surprise for customers and employees.

Anyone will be happy to receive an accessory with

which to warm up during the winter days, whether

it's at work, university, while they're on the go or at

a friend's place. The world of fashion has been one

of the most loved for years. Branded clothing is

always well received by the public. This is not

surprising if you think that people increasingly aim

to stand out and de�ne their identity. Choosing

the right item for the season is then an excellent

strategy to o�er a corporate gift that will most

likely be used immediately and will for this reason

immediately begin to spread your logo.

Custom embroidered sweatshirts help exactly in

this. With them you can increase brand awareness

and customers won't mistake it with others. This

applies as much to the brand that distributes them

as it does to the customer that uses them. In the

former case, a company will be able to make itself

well recognisable to the eyes of the recipients of

the corporate gifts and of those who, casually or

intentionally, notice its logo. In the latter case,

customers will attract the attention of the most

curious thanks to a unique and captivating item. Obviously, the large print area available

contributes to the strong promotional impact of printed sweatshirts. A glance will be enough

to remember your name. The print will be eye-catching and sharp enough to immediately

imprint itself in the memory of the observer.

This applies regardless of which print you choose to apply. You can then create both printed

sweaters and custom embroidered sweatshirts and always get maximum clarity for your

logo. Or for any other element you've decided to apply. You can take advantage of the large

https://www.higift.eu/textile-fashion


area of the sweatshirts and add the company motto, a slogan that refers to the event or the

advertising campaign, a phrase to raise awareness or even images. Remember that custom

zip-up sweatshirts and jumpers are perfect for simple logos and writing, but you can always

focus on a digital print to achieve a result that can't go unnoticed.

Printed Sweatshirts for Customers

Sweaters and sweatshirts are now trendy pieces of clothing. They aren't chosen only for their

comfort, but also because they give a casual but at the same time well-groomed image. This is

why creating custom zip-up sweatshirts to distribute to your customers is a great move to

make your brand more popular. Especially if your target audience is mainly young people,

custom embroidered sweatshirts can really make a di�erence in how customers perceive your

company.

O�ering useful and at the same time original and unique corporate gifts is the �rst step to

make sure that the customer uses your accessory. We see it with our never out of fashion and

always appreciated printed t-shirts. The same

goes for our custom zip-up sweatshirts, which can

be worn immediately, several times and for a long

time during the winter season. Brands can also

decide to make their printed sweatshirts and

sell them in stores or during conventions. Many

people like to have a sweatshirt with the logo of

the company they love. The result will obviously

be a large-scale promotion because friends and

relatives of your customers will easily notice the

logo on your custom embroidered sweatshirts. An

opportunity not to be missed!

How to Create a Complete Uniform: More

Corporate Gifts to Match Your Printed

Sweatshirts

Custom sweatshirts with logo can then become

your company's business card. They can show it

as attentive to the needs of the team and

customers, ready to always give its best and

attentive to details and looks, especially if you

choose custom embroidered sweatshirts. Your

brand will so strengthen ties with loyal customers

and attract new potential buyers not only thanks to the visibility of your promotional products,

but also thanks to the care with which you have made them.

To achieve the maximum promotional e�ect, you can combine your printed sweatshirts with

logo with other corporate gifts. These may be smaller, but they'll no doubt be very e�ective in

terms of promotion. O�ering or creating two coherent corporate gifts will give your brand the

boost it has been waiting for, because the two promotional products together will have a

double advertising e�ect and can show all your attention to detail. Custom beanies are ideal

https://www.higift.eu/textile-fashion/personalized-t-shirts
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for winter months, while you can show all your good taste with promotional fashion

accessories.

The most popular options are the various types of custom hats and caps, which will

emphasise your logo. We �nd personalised caps – which create a perfect sporty look – as well

as custom bucket hats – ideal for a re�ned out�t. These items are all perfect for catering

activities because they ensure maximum hygiene during service.

How to Make the Best Customisation on Your Printed Sweatshirts and

Custom Hoodies? Useful tips

The options for creating printed sweatshirts are di�erent, and the choice depends on the

result you wish. And, of course, from the target audience as well. For your team, you must

focus on maximum comfort, to allow your employees to work in a practical and easy way at

any time of the year. For customers, you can give vent to your creativity and give birth to

custom sweatshirts with logo with an unparalleled visual impact.

The �nal e�ect, both in terms of �t and aesthetic performance, is determined by the model as

well. In particular, on our website you'll �nd:

Custom hoodies. With this type of sweatshirt, your customers will be able to shelter

themselves from the rain at all time;

Custom zip-up sweatshirts. These

models are very comfortable to wear

and take o� at any time. For this reason,

they're perfect even when spring begins,

when temperatures aren't that warm

yet;

Personalised jumpers, with a classic and

always winning design;

Printed sweatshirts made of �eece. This

material is ideal for keeping you warm

in a comfortable way;

Custom rPET sweatshirts. This is the

perfect choice if you want to support

eco-friendly clothing;

Printed sweatshirts made with a mix of

cotton and polyester. These models are

the best match for those who want to

win the target's approval with one of the

most beloved fabrics ever.

Custom sweatshirts for men, women

and unisex models. This range allows

you to o�er your target a 100% customised gift.

Custom kids' sweatshirts, so that children too can move comfortably and play outdoors

without getting cold.

https://www.higift.eu/textile-fashion/fashion-accessories
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The variety is notable, but all models share one key quality. They're warm and perfect as

winter corporate gifts. Not least because they can be given away along with other products.

Your customers will appreciate a complete gift even more. And you can achieve this by simply

including custom gloves in your o�er. With such items, they'll be able to defend themselves

from the cold completely. For your team, you can re�ne your work uniform with personalised

pins or promotional badges. These little accessories will make each member even easier to

recognise and address. As a result, the customer will feel even closer to your reality.

In conclusion, creating custom sweatshirts with logo is a valid move for several reasons. A

sweatshirt will be the key to leave your customers a positive memory of your company and

o�er your team a comfortable and perfect for their needs at all times of the year. Your custom

embroidered sweatshirts will give the company an image of class and sophistication, while

custom zip-up sweatshirts will be the most comfortable gift your employees or customers can

receive. In any case, creating printed sweatshirts means o�ering a corporate gift that can

advertise your brand more than positively, intensifying ties with both employees and

customers.

https://www.higift.eu/textile-fashion/fashion-accessories/gloves-scarves
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